Nucleic Bases Alkylation with Acrylonitrile and Cyanoethylene Oxide: A Computational Study.
Acrylonitrile (AN) is widely used in the manufacture of resins, plastics, and polymers, where workers are exposed to it during its production, transportation, and application. After intake a portion of AN is converted to cyanoethylene oxide (CEO) by cytochrome P450 2E1. Both AN and CEO represent possible chemical carcinogens leading to DNA damage mainly in the form of the major 7-(2-oxoethyl)deoxyguanosine adduct. A kinetic model for its formation was devised and a corresponding second-order rate constant obtained from the experimental data on the reaction with CEO. A series of ab initio, density functional theory, and semiempirical calculations of activation free energies was then performed on the alkylation of nucleic bases with both CEO and AN. The combination of Hartree-Fock level of theory with the flexible 6-311++G(d,p) basis set and Langevin dipoles implicit solvation model gave the best agreement with the experimental activation barrier. It also predicted relative reactivities of all four nucleobases that are in agreement with the experimentally reported adduct yields. Moreover, this combination predicted higher reactivity of CEO than AN with all four nucleobases corroborating the experimental hypothesis that SN2 substitution of CEO rather than direct Michael addition of AN is responsible for the genotoxic properties of AN. In a broader context this paper points to the applicability of quantum chemical methods to the studies of carcinogenesis.